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Gravitational Wave Spectrum

Self-gravitating
system:
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f rest ~ 4πGM / R

)
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Listening to the universe at low-f


Below about 1 Hz, disturbances in the Newtonian field on Earth mask
GWs: one must observe from space.



LISA willΩ observe
from 0.1 mHz to about 0.1 Hz
=10-10



What astronomical systems have time-scales of seconds to hours?



gw

–

Black holes of mass M have dynamics up to fmax~1 mHz (M/106M~)-1

–

Binary systems have orbital frequencies in this range if the stars are compact:
white dwarfs, neutron stars, or stellar black holes

–

There are random backgrounds due to binaries, black holes, and any primordial
sources of GWs

–

Exotic systems, such as cosmic strings, may radiate in this band.

Besides doing astronomy, LISA will do fundamental physics:
–

Study black holes in great detail, testing general relativity: BH uniqueness,
Hawking area theorem, cosmic censorship

–

Measure the Hubble rate as a function of time to high z: track dark energy
evolution.
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LISA and massive black hole mergers
 Black holes are ubiquitous in galaxies, probably also in proto-

galaxies
 Known masses run from 106M~ (as in our Galaxy) to more than

109M~, but the spectrum could start at 103M~ or smaller (IMBH).
 LISA will hear coalescences of black holes above 104 M~

everywhere in the universe.
–

Will resolve cannibalism question: do massive black holes grow by
swallowing each other?

–

Will indicate how, when and where first massive holes formed.

–

Inspiral orbit identifies masses, spins of components; merger phase tests
numerical simulations; ringdown phase identifies mass/spin of final hole.

–

Identification of galaxy possible if accretion turns on after merger.

–

Coalescing GW systems are standard sirens, signal gives luminosity
distance. LISA could measure the evolution of the dark energy to high z.
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LISA and captures


LISA will hear stellar black holes and neutron stars falling into massive
holes, observing 105 or more orbits (EMRI events).
–

Objects captured into orbit by hole on first highly eccentric encounter.

–

Challenge to theory to predict orbits accurately, recognize signals in data.

–

Reward: events provide

yr precision
before plunge:
– 1
high
test of strong gravity and the1“no-hair”
blackplunge:
hole uniqueness theorems
mo before
r=6.8 r

Horizon
– census of SMBH
population and the populationr=3.1
of thercentral cusp around the SMBH.

h

Horizon
cyclesof
left,
 Tidal disruption of binary systems and 41,000
stripping
giant stars may lead
eff to capturesS/N ~ 100
S/N ~ 20
– Objects could include white dwarfs
185,000 cycles left,

–

Orbits more circular, longer period of inspiral



Intermediate-mass black holes can also be captured (IMRI events)



Signal confusion a serious potential problem
–

1 day before plunge:
If early universe saw SMBH growth by E/IMRI capture, there r=1.3
could be
a strong
rHorizon
background.

2,300 cycles left,
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LISA and binary systems
 LISA will hear every binary system in the Galaxy that has a

period < 2 hr, but at periods > 0.5 hr only nearby systems can
be resolved.
 Known binaries must be heard, and their detection will verify

that LISA is operating correctly. (LISA is self-calibrating, so
there are no free instrumental parameters in fitting their
signals.)
 First binaries strong enough to be heard in first weeks.
 Synergy between LISA and GAIA:
–

LISA polarisation measurement determines inclination of orbital plane

–

LISA will give accurate distances to and masses of WD/WD binaries
whose orbits show effects of gravitational radiation reaction, helping to
calibrate distances to all white dwarfs.
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LISA and a primordial background
 Stochastic backgrounds are probably common. Measured in

terms of energy density per unit frequency relative to closure
density, Ωgw = ρc-1d(ρgw)/d(lnf).
Ωgw = 10
 LISA can hear
a −10
background if its “noise” is above the

instrumental noise, and it can discriminate between true GWs
and instrumental noise. A flat Ωgw of about 10-10 would be
visible.
 Universe transparent to GWs since first 10-43s!! Sources:
–

Astrophysical “foregrounds” from binaries and black holes. Above LISA
noise at 10-4—10-3 Hz, probably just below LISA noise up to 0.1 Hz,
maybe also strong down to 10-6Hz or below. Window around 1 Hz.

–

Big Bang can lead to backgrounds from inflation (Ωgw~10-15?), from
phase transitions in GUTs models, and from more exotic scenarios
(pre-Big Bang string cosmologies, brane models, …).

 Detecting a primordial background is probably the most

fundamental observation that GW detectors can make!
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LISA data challenge


LISA will have a (good) problem: source confusion
–

SNR of many sources large (after ideal matched filtering), up to 104.

–

LISA is not a pointed instrument: signals from all over sky at once.

–

Source separation done in data analysis:
– “pointing” done using phase modulation, amplitude modulation, TDI
– resolution in frequency depends on duration of observation, requires pointing





EMRIs present most serious challenge
–

Can only be found by matched filtering, but filter family is large: >1035.

–

Must be handled hierarchically; already doing this for ground-based searches for
pulsars (LSC – Einstein@Home delivering 70 Tflop, allows limited area searches)

Data analysis must be done iteratively
–

Identify strongest sources, remove them, identify next level, iterate, improve with
time. Try to get close to ideal matched filtering against Gaussian noise.

–

Currently encouraging work on this problem with LISA Mock Data Challenges.
First challenge issued June 2006, results at GWDAW in December at AEI.

Wave
(f = 16 mHz)
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1 Hz window into the early universe
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Big Bang Observer
 NASA-commissioned concept study
 Elaborate the basic LISA model to achieve
–

Higher sensitivity

–

Higher angular resolution (for identifying foreground NS-NS binaries)

 Stringent technological challenges
–

Lasers: 300W

–

Mirrors: 3.5m diameter, sub-fm surface

–

Pointing, isolation, signal analysis difficult

 None impossible, but all costly.
–

Multiple S/C, launches add to cost

 With recent inflation of LISA cost, BBO looks discouragingly

expensive.
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Next steps
 BBO was conceived when LISA launch was 2012. Today it

looks less helpful as a future goal than it did then.
 European GW community may put in a more modest proposal

to Cosmic Vision: develop technology, explore 1 Hz band for
astrophysics.
 Goal of detecting CGWB is just as interesting as ever, but we

learn least if the background is as small as Ωgw = 10-15. We
should ensure capability of detecting background at ~10-12.
 New technological approaches could have a major impact on

this next step.
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